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About This Game

The Exiled is a fast-paced PvP game set in a forsaken valley. Game worlds last for up to one month. Open PvP and Full
Loot mean that you will to constantly balance risk and reward. Find a group of friends and form a clan to thrive in the valley.
Cooperate or conquer, craft or combat; every decision is critical as you seek to flourish in a forsaken valley. A classless system

means you shape your character to fit your style of play. With no grind, full loot and unrestricted PvP clashes, you must
constantly balance risk and reward as you decide how to interact with the world and your fellow players. Craft equipment,

construct your settlements and build alliances, as you explore challenging open world environments with unique geography and
features. Each skirmish and siege will define your fate, as you vie to win your freedom from The Exiled.

-

Why we're creating The Exiled

To make a long story short: We love PvP but we hate having to grind for it. Doesn't matter if that grind means clicking on rocks
and trees, farming rats or watching our mining lasers overheat on some asteroid. We just want to log into the game, find a friend

or two and compete with an army twice our size. We want a game that takes us seriously as adults and allows us to make our
own diplomatic decisions instead of throwing us in a battleground with a bunch of randomly selected "friends" and "enemies".
We want a game that is constantly changing, keeping us on our toes and forcing us to get better instead of showering us with

meaningless rewards and digital bauble.

-

Meaningful PvP
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Open PvP: Engage other players in combat anywhere, anytime.

Full loot: Carrying high-level equipment into combat means you risk losing it.

Player-run clans: No pre-built factions. You decide who you ally with.

City building and sieges: Build up your own towns - or raze those of your enemies.

-

Skill-based Combat

Full friendly fire: Make sure your fireballs hit the enemy and not your allies.

Line of sight: Hide behind a bush to ambush your enemies - and look behind you!

Footsteps: Every player leaves them behind - want to be a bounty hunter?

-

Free Character Development

15 different class combinations: Have you ever played a Scythe-wielding mage?

80+ combat abilities: Build a lightning wall, lay explosive traps or shoot a hail of arrows.

All equipment is player-crafted: You can tweak your gear to fit your play-style.

-

A Changing World in Conflict

The world of The Exiled is in a state of upheaval. A once peaceful and prosperous trading city turned from a multi-cultural
melting pot into a stone cold dictatorship. You are on the receiving end of this societal change and together with hundreds of

other misfits - criminals, political rebels and adventurers - you get exiled to a barren land -The Valley. Now you have to decide
how to continue your life. Do you become a lone wanderer and live off the lands? Will you join the rebels and try to leave the

valley by force? Or do you turn to your baser instincts and survive by robbing your fellow inmates?
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price for old game is so gaiiiii. The game is great so far! Massivley addictive goblin squashing fun that feels like a cross between
Alien Breed and Hotline Miami.

The game is at it's best when running through small dark dungeons encountering a few enemies only to burst through a door into
a cavernous space full of swarming goblins and traps. The one hit-point gameplay really gets your heart racing in these
situtations but unfortunately can cause a fair amount of frustration when you spawn into a new level directly on top of a hord or
bad guys and get insta killed!

Despite being a little rough round the edges Barbara Ian shows amazing promise and I can't wait for the next update. Well worth
the price of half a pint!. $3 for this soundtrack is a freaking steal. Get it.. The game is great fun! The online skirmishes are
really tense. Very easy to control. I use a XONE controller.

In TankZone Battle you have to distance and target movement into account, and fire where the 'target is moving to' combined
with the travel time of your projectile. Think of this as an arcade game using WWII-like tanks.

What I would like to see:

- larger maps with more open space between buildings etc. :) I'm a sloppy driver.
- When you turn the tank (hull) the turret should move with it. As it is now, the turret stays in the same place, which is the same
as the turret being moved the other way.. To put it simple, this game is a mindless kind've fun. Just launch the game, blast a
whole lot of baddies and collect all 40 achievments. It is no masterpiece of course, but for a budget priced game, you get a good
amount of value out of your money. The only isue I have with it is the scoring system. One of the bonus levels make it virtually
impossible to lose, and I was racking up points for over 15 minutes..but after you hit the max points, your score resets into the
negatives. This happened at least 3 times throughout that level and ruined the fun of the scoring system for the rest of the game.
Overall Recommended though ^_^
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this is a decent little time waster, each match taking 10-30 minutes. the game has one glaring omishion holding it back however,
no online multiplayer. one of the reasons i bought this game was so me and my friends , who are huge fans of the board game,
could play risk without actually being at eachothers homes and we were disapointed we couldnt play together. but i still like the
single player. i often have it pulled up in windowed mode while working on other projects on my pc. if your a risk fan or just a
fan of strategy games about world domination i say pick it up but be aware there is not multiplayer. Good looking walking
simulator with some easy item based puzzles. I enjoyed it for the most part, only the backtracking sucked.. Ok, to start, I can say
the train is decent, to say the least, but it currently serves little purpose, which i'll state why later.

The Class 68's runs pretty well, although I do think the sounds are a little too quiet on the engine. As for the MK2e coaches, the
coach numbers are COMPLETELY wrong (I've edited my number files to change them), and if i'm not mistaken Abellio
Scotrail only use the TSO's and BSO's (based off of their current formations)

Now, the reason why this serves little purpose is the route DTG decided to include this for pretty much only lets the 68 properly
run between Haymarket and Edinburgh, since they're used on the Peak Hour Fife Circle services. Other that that, routewise,
WCML North is the only other route where they run on (when they run ECS from Motherwell\/Mossend to Edinburgh via
Carstairs)

Overall, I give this a 10\/17. Yes Yes Yes. Having to change my review on this abandoned game. It started out so well, could of
been amazing, and it's worse knowing i tried to support it in early access, but don't waste your money on this game, dev has
abandoned it won't answer questions. Just go get Hacknet instead
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